Significance of vestibular organs in problems of weightlessness.
Two important questions concerning the organs of equilibrium are posed by orbital and space flights. The first is whether exposure to weightlessness may evoke symptoms of vestibular origin, and the second is how to prevent symptoms of vestibular origin should it be decided to abolish weightlessness by causing the spacecraft to spin. It is important to determine whether vestibular symptoms are to be ascribed to the otolith apparatus or to the semicircular canals, or to both. During exposure to weightlessness the usual gravitational stimulus to the otolith apparatus is lost, and this reduction in afferent input might be expected to disturb the integrative patterns in the central nervous system. All such disturbances are special instances of a common cause for the appearance of functional syndromes such as seasickness. If orbiting vehicles are caused to rotate in order to abolish weightlessness, the angular velocity will be determined by the effective radius of rotation and the rate of spin, i.e., how nearly it is desired to simulate 1 g. At very short radii the complicating effects of exposure of the body to variations in centripetal force must be considered. With longer radii the principal stress will arise as a result of constant rotation, which, in combination with head movements, generates Coriolis forces. These forces cause bizarre patterns of stimulation of the semicircular canals which in turn may result in illusions and "canal sickness". This type of motion sickness has its origin in the semicircular canals and deserves the term "canal sickness". The angular velocities which represent a negligible stress or a tolerable stress are defined. A brief description is given of illusory phenomena and other manifestations together with the time-course of the adaptive process.